
A PAPER ON LIFE LESSONS AND THE LOSS OF A LOVED ONE

Losing a loved one teaches you some things things you'd rather have learned another way, but here you are anyway.
You learn that life goes on even while.

There will be days where you will want to hide away from the world, crawl into bed and pull the covers over
your head. My mother comforted me and we cried. What really serves you, is to be the very best version of
yourself. You can only help them, support them, and love them anyway. I remember that my schoolmates
came to see me, and I kept thinking that they had their moms. They are more important than all the money, the
power or fame, the cars, the houses, the boats, or the overseas holidays you may have. Be brave, take a leap.
My children were small, and I watched her deteriorate from living a full life as an involved grandmother to
unable to walk or speak, to death, all in under two months. A year ago, I lost my dear friend, Carrie, to breast
cancer. I hope that something here resonates with you, because these ten things are guiding me to help me live
a better, happier and fuller life. Shine on, and help others to do the same. I say. As I recited the eulogy, I heard
a somber strength in the timbre of my voice as I looked into the mass of saddened faces. If you need some
extra help coping with grief, take a look at this self-hypnosis program on dealing with grief. He was a skilled
physician, a kind man, and more importantly, a wonderful father to me. Give, give, and give some more. And
in this one-off opportunity that is your life, you need to remember that why you are still here you need to be
living your life to its fullest. The loss of a loved one triggers a change in mindset and forces us to be more
proactive in chasing a more rewarding life. You realize that life is short regardless of the number of years. All
these material things you gather, your fortune and your power are easy to get and easy to lose. Life is
impermanent and so is control. Let go of expectations that events in life need to happen in a certain manner
that you favor. Set realistic and achievable goals and take one step at a time. You appreciate the people around
you more, you want to let them know how you feel or how much you care about them while you have the
chance. The strength within you to pick yourself up, the strength to fight for a better life, the strength to get
over the fear of losing more loved ones, the strength to let that dark hole dig up a lighter one, and the strength
to smile again. It binds you for life with certain people, and permanently cuts ties with others. In loving
memory of my brother, Evan. How to lead the show and orchestrate the crowd, how to find moments to shine,
how to hold on to the things and people that make you feel alive. Sometimes, when somebody in our life dies
it serves as the reminder that we need that some things just do not matter. Dealing with a father who had
dementia was very difficult and a very emotional time for my family. Find a way and go for it. Notice the
blessings you have received from your losses and be grateful for the ways those experiences have carved
wisdom and depth into your being. We all love those serendipitous moments, when you seem to be in the right
place at the right time. You can cherish the people still here. Death reminds us that all we have for certain is
right now and re-calibrates our values.


